Quilt Workshops and Lectures
I am very excited to speak and teach to your group. Quilting, speaking and teaching are huge passions
of mine and any time I can share them, I am thrilled. I am confidant you will find a lecture and class that
will be a perfect fit for your group. Read this over and let me know if you have any questions. All
lectures and workshops are available locally within 150 miles of Denver, Colorado or virtually anywhere.
Hope to meet you soon!
Lectures: 1 hour
Color Courage for the Fabric Phobic: Do you struggle selecting the “right” fabrics? Do you stick with kits
because you hate selecting fabrics? You just might be fabric phobic! In this lecture, Jenny shares several
examples from her own work and offers practical methods to select colors and fabrics for your next
project.
Scrappy AND Happy? – Scrap Therapy for the Reluctant: There are two kinds of people in the world,
those who hate scrap quilts and those who love them. This lecture is about Jenny’s journey from scrap
hater to scrap lover. Leave hate behind and learn to love again!
Leave Quilts, Not Fabric: Jenny Kae shares her thoughts about a heartbreaking experience from her days
working at a local quilt shop. Then she offers several practical ways to finish UFO’s and clean up your
stash. This story touches the quilter’s heart and is not to be missed.

Workshops: 3 hour /6 hour
Beautiful Machine Binding Workshop: 3 hours. Quilt binding can be challenging and frustrating for all
quilters. Either it takes too long or never looks quite right. Either you have trouble joining your ends or
your corners are bulky. Have no fear; it is time to learn a new way to bind your quilts. From start to
finish, Jenny Kae shares her most-requested technique: machine quilt binding. With just a few tips and
tools you will create fast, accurate and beautiful binding. You’ll never dread binding your quilt again!
Dangerous Curves Piecing – Look, Ma! No Pins!: 6 hours. If you have tried curved piecing, with less than
glorious results, Dangerous Curves is for you. Join Jenny Kae and learn how to cut and piece curved
blocks without pins! You CAN do it and get GREAT results.
Color Courage Workshop: 6 hours. Love quilting but struggle with picking fabrics? Love color but want
to learn more? End your fabric frustration. Go beyond what looks “good” to what looks “WOW”. This
hands-on workshop has several color and fabric selection exercises and gives you practical techniques to
you can take straight to the quilt shop.
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